SAFETY CONTEST

Find the item. It will have a McLaughlin Sticker On it. Write the number on the sticker next to the item on this sheet.

A well prepared boat and skipper have these safety items taken care of.

_____ Water Bottle  
_____ Sunscreen  
_____ Hat  
_____ Life Jacket  
_____ Safety Whistle  
_____ Air Bags (Blown up but not so full they will EXPLODE)  
_____ Bailer (2 preferred)  
_____ Mast Tied In. (If it is not and you turnover your boat will break)  
_____ Painter (Bow Line) 28 feet long properly rigged and stored  
_____ Boom Bridle not more then 4 inches from boom with a preventor  
_____ Daggerboard Tied in so it can not fall out in a capsize  
_____ Praddel Paddle  
_____ Boom Disconnect that is legal (Legal means can not snag clothes)  
_____ Square Knot tied on the display boat sail

REMEMBER WE HAVE PUT SOME ITEMS OUT THERE THAT ARE NOT CORRECT JUST TO TRICK YOU!

NOTE THIS IS MEANT TO BE A SCAVENGER HUNT